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For Judith BUTLER the body is the materiali
zation of the norms with which the subject identi
fies in order to constitute him/herself. But it also 
corresponds to that which exceeds these norms, 
to the extent that it is this element which never 
completely conformed to the norms which it ma
terializes. To put it differently, the body fails to be 
the l inguistic or visual sign which describes it, it 
is incapable, in a cul ture where the dominant 
sexual organization is heterosexual, to reproduce, 
for instance, the • masculine »or the« feminine » 
which it seeks, by necessity or obl igation. This 
means that the body re-signifies, re-constitutes 
the signs which it is supposed to reproduce in the 
moment when it materializes them. 

This failure to imitate the norm makes evident 
the performative dimension of language and for 
BUTLER as for PHELAN (the two theorists cross 
paths here) it is here that the condit ion for a pos
sibil i ty of change resides. Thus, for PHELAN, if 
the function of representation is to reproduce the 
referent, performance is a representation without 
the possibil i ty of reproduction8. This definit ion of 
performance is an elaboration of the one devel
oped by John Langshaw AUSTIN in his book How 
to do things with words (1962), in which he es
t a b l i s h e s the f a m o u s o p p o s i t i o n b e t w e e n 
constative and performative statements. On the 
l inguistic level the constative statement is one 
that describes things in the wor ld, while the per
format ive statement endows language wi th a 
particular power ; • saying » something in fact 
corresponds to « doing » (instead of describing) 
that which is said. The performative simultane
ously becomes the act to which it refers, as in « I 
promise », « I authorize you », which is a prom
ise, an authorization as such. 

In video, one can thus speak of a performance 
of the body (and not just simply a representation) 
when the image is what « makes » the body, that 
is to say when it produces the body, makes it act. 
Several years ago Jean-Paul FARGIER spoke of 
the « frame beings » of video9. He was not mis
taken : that these bodies are ghostl ike is of no 
matter since their effects are real, as in THÉZÉ's 
M n e m o n i c in ter fe rences and KUNTZEL's La 
desserte, where the image becomes the expanded 
body either of the spectator in front of the image, 
or the woman represented in the image, in a sort 
of breathing or living memory. The body in video 
is in a way an empty signifier, which is powerful 
enough, thanks to its performative character, to 
produce an active reception by the subject, whose 
corporea l i ty is put into ques t ion , even if the 
signifier fails to produce that which it promises 
to produce. Interférences and La desserte, moreo
ver, integrate this failure, since here the truth of 
the body is always, through the materialization-
dematerialization process of the image, about to 
disappear in order to be otherwise re-actualized. 
This is where, according to BUTLER, one localize 
the possibility of what she calls the •• futureness » 
of the body. The failure, the obviousness of the 
sign - body », is that which is opened up on its 
contingency, re-identification an re-interpretation. 

In fol lowing an ethics which joins an aesthet
ics of video, BUTLER argues in the end run that 
the new images must allow for the infinite diver
sity of the body's re-actualizations, to which the 
inactuality of the subject is linked in relation to 
the signs which it seeks but fails to materialize. 
This diversity is part of a logic of connect ion, to 
the extent that it disturbs the unity of the subject 
which is constituted by exclusion of the other10, 
and also to the extent that the materiality of video 
is always confused (in varying degrees, and more 
less manifestly) with the body its represents. The 
distance which separates language, video and the 
body is never certain. This confusion introduces 
a doubt on the plenitude of what we see ; it is per
haps at this precise moment that the image, ac
cording to DIDI-HUBERMAN's formulat ion, is 
beginning to look at u s " , and thereby destabilizing 
us . • 
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SPECIES ART? 
M a r y A n n e F A R A H 

In my continuing research on the significance of 
electronic interactivity to the relationship between 
the art object and the viewer, I have noticed that 
several electronic artists are creating work that 
embodies the theme of technologies as a species. 

T e c h n o l o g i e s M i m i c L i v i n g F o r m s 
The t i t l e a lone of To ron to a r t i s t Dav id 

ROKEBY's interactive set up — « Very Nervous 
System » — used in various art installations and 
performances around the wor ld ' , implies that the 
electronic sensors of technologies indicate the 
existence of an autonomous nervous system 
analogous to the biologically-based nervous sys
tems of advanced species. The early works of Nam 
June PAIK which superimpose body parts with 
technologies — such as TV Bra for Living Sculp
ture (1967) and TV Penis2 — may indicate that 
technologies have superseded the limits of the 
nervous system and are acquiring human form. 
In his later series Family o f Robots (1986), PAIK 
broadened this theme to imply the complete infi l
tration and replacement of the entire human body 
with technologies3. Works like this offer, among 
others, two interpretations : the human form is 
becoming- technologized » and/or technologies 
are mimicking the human species. 

Family Portrait (1993) relates to PAIK's Fam
i ly of Robots. However, in this work, Montreal 
electronic artist Luc COURCHESNE explores the 
issue of information exchange between humans 
and machines within a social context ; part ici
pants can dialogue with machine — dependent 
personalities which are « aware » of each other4. 
Using this work as a springboard, one can ask 
whether this suggested « awareness » implies a 
distinct consciousness or socialization potential 
of machines. 

More like PAIK's robotic works, Australian art
ist STELARC openly associates technologies with 
human form through performances like The Third 
Hand (1981 +). His oeuvre suggests the inability 
of the body to cope with modern demands and 
impl ies that technologies are material izing as 
cancerous electronic growths through their echo
ing of human form. STELARC's perception of the 
capacity of technologies to change human behav
iour and physiology are expressed when he re

lays, as Marshall McLUHAN did in 1964s, that the 
continuity of the human species may be jeopard
ized : 

Through its success in making technology, 
gathering information and unplugging itself from 
the planet, the body has created new evolut ion
ary pressures which threaten the survival of the 
human species... Although imploding, miniatur
ized technology reintegrates and amplif ies the 
individual, it disintegrates the species6. 

If the dominance of technologies threatens the 
continuance of the human body as it now func
t ions, what does the future hold for the human 
form ? STELARC claims that the morphology of 
the body wil l diversify to deal with the changing 
demands associated with long term technologi
cal use. STELARC proposes that the final result 
wi l l be the emergence of newly diversified physi
cal forms and the surpassing (or disintegration) 
of the traditional bodies we presently inhabit : 

... just as the splitt ing of the atom unleashed 
enormous energies, so the splitt ing of the human 
species by imploding technology wil l generate 
tremendous biological potential, resulting in an 
enriched and energizing diversity of the human 
phylum7. 

A s i d e f r o m i n f r e q u e n t t ex t s l i ke J e r r y 
MANDER's Four Arguments for the Elimination of 
Television, it is the layperson's belief that tech
nologies, like television, do not threaten the ex
istence of the body, but serve as independent 
tools for human use. Hence, their operation and 
integration is continued with full force. Wi th this 
considerat ion, they are not regarded as mere 
outgrowths of human form or creativity, but are a 
population unto themselves. 

Technologies Reproduce 
If one entertains the idea that technologies 

behave as dist inct populations, how do they pos
sess behaviours similar to life forms ; how are 
their characteristics indicative of living species8 ? 
We can recognize that the demand for technolo
gies to ingest electrical energy is similar to the 
demand for living forms to ingest food. As a re
sult they also produce waste products : radioac
tive wastes, toner cartridges, carbon monoxide 
fumes, etc. However, the work of some electronic 
artists suggests that technologies have gone as 
far as mimicking the advanced species-specific 
behaviour of reproduction. In 1988 Canadian art
ists Norman WHITE and Laura KIKAUKA pre
sented Them Fuckin ' Robots to an audience who 
watched two separately created two robots have 
intercourse. WHITE stated : 

Laura KIKAUKA and I each built an electro
mechanical sex machine (hers, female ; mine, 
male)... We then brought these two machines to
gether for a public performance. The male ma
chine responds to the magnetic fields generated 
by the female circuits, thereby increasing its rate 
of breathing and moving its limbs, simultaneously 
charging a capacitor to electric « orgasm »9. 

Related to their reproductive potential, tech
nologies possess species-indicative population 
patterns, evidenced through their manufacturing 
and evolutionary cycles. From the assumption that 
technologies are created to mimic human behav
iour, and, given the knowledge that populations 
funct ion inter-dependently, ecological ly-based 
population statistics may one day seriously in
volve studying the human/technology inter-spe
cies relationship. 

New York based artist Perry HOBERMAN has 
created a work suggesting the theme of the ac
cumulative population densities of technologies. 
Faraday's Garden (1993) involves an impressive 
array of domestic and office appliances that are 
electronical ly l inked to the footpath of part ic i
pants. As one proceeds into the electronic gar
den, the weight of each step triggers the switches 
of the appliances on the surrounding shelves. The 
substantial number of technologies used in this 
piece, ranging from slide and fi lm projectors to 
can openers, blenders, clocks and radios, whir 
w i t h ac t i v i t y as ide each p a r t i c i p a n t . Perry 
HOBERMAN says, « Our appliances are coveted 
and exploited when new, discarded and forgot
ten when obsolete. We maintain a kind of amne
sia about these machines as each is replaced by 
newer, more effective models10. » 



T e c h n o l o g i e s Evo l ve 
As HOBERMAN explains, newer machines are 

created to respond to stricter performance de
mands. DARWIN stated that when environmen
tal condit ions change within an ecological sys
tem, natural select ion weeds out less adapted 
individuals and al lows more genetically advan
taged individuals to reproduce". Yet, biological 
evolution is often slow — incomparable to the 
alarmingly high turn-over rate that is visible with 
the development of technologies'2. Nevertheless, 
it can be speculated that the recurring manufac
turing cycles of technologies indicate an evolu
tionary similarity to that of living species. 

To manage this phenomenon conceptually, it 
is believed that there is an urgency for the human 
body to evolve or - catch-up ». This has been ex
pressed in works like STELARC's performance 
Handswri t ing (May 22, 1982, Maki Gallery, To
kyo). Wi th his th ird arm prosthesis operat ing, 
STELARC composed the word • evolution » with 
his three upper - l imbs » simultaneously on a 
blackboard. STELARC's concern with the theme 
of evolution is revealed as he often asserts that 
the human body is obsolete. His usage of The 
Third Arm to suggest the necessary direction of 
the human species is relayed directly when he 
states, « When we attach or implant prosthetic 
devices to prolong a person's life, we also create 
the potential to modify the future evolution of the 
human species'3 * 

A P a r a s i t i c R e l a t i o n s h i p ? 
There exist many types of relationships be

tween species in the study of biology, for exam
ple, parasitic and symbiotic. Initially, technologies 
may be determined to exist symbiot ical ly wi th 
humans, indicating a mutually beneficial relation
ship. However, once the environmental and physi
ological damages of various technologies is con
sidered, the relationship between humans and 
technologies may be interpreted as quasi-para
sitic more than symbiotic. The process of the bio
logical infection of humans by viruses provides 
an enlightening analogy for the speculation that 
technologies parasite the human species. The 
analogy that technologies mimic the behaviours 
of viruses challenges the role and ultimate fate of 
the human race. 

On an aesthetic level only, an examination of 
« T-even phages », a specif ic group of viruses, 
reveals that their twenty-sided heads, coiled tube 
shafts and extendable mechanical arms are simi
lar to advanced pieces of technology, a lunar 
module or a syringe, for example'4. When writ ing 
about his electronic art, artist Norman WHITE re
lays, • Turning to the biological level of compli
cation, we would be told that the « lower » organ
isms exhibit a mechanistic sort of behaviour'5. » 
This « on/off » mechanistic behaviour is indicated 
by the inert state of viruses during non-reproduc
tive phases. Although viruses do not ingest food, 
move, breathe, excrete, they replicate when they 
come in contact with a host. In the same way, we 
consider technologies inert, made of lifeless, in
organic materials. Like viruses, technologies rep
licate at an alarming rate and humans can be 
viewed as the energetic force behind their prolif
eration'". A British physicist, Dr. Stephen HAWK
ING, illustrates this point with the example of man-
made computer viruses where « a computer v i 
rus f i ts the def in i t ion of a l iv ing system even 
though it has no metabolism of its own. Instead... 
it uses the metabolism of a host computer and is 
parasitic. '7 » 

An examination of the life cycle of the typical 
virus leads to a parallel between the parasitic re
production cycle of viruses and technologies. The 
life cycle of viruses necessitates that a virus pen
etrates a compat ib le host ce l l . In his wr i t ing , 
STELARC's philosophies unknowingly confirms 
the virus-like penetration of technologies into the 
human body : 

Technology begins as an external, explosive 
phenomena away from the body, proliferating in 
and modifying its environment. This phase culmi
nates with technology encircl ing, assaulting and 
finally regulating the body's rhythms'8 . 

The analogy of « virus entering host » may be 
applied to STELARC's 1994 performance of Stom
ach Sculpture. For this performance, he created 
and attempted to swallow a minute technologi
cal sculpture that included an i l luminating light 
bulb and expendable mechanical arms. Manoeu
vred down his oesophagus, this sculpture can be 
read as mimicking the role of the virus-like tech
nologies within the human host. 

It can be argued that the quality that has ren
dered humans evolut ionari ly advantaged over 
other species is their ability to make tools. It is 
this « tool-making drive » that has al lowed the 
human species to survive despite its physical 
mediocrit ies. This instinct may be interpreted as 
an internalvirus whose DNA program dictates tool 
production. Norman WHITE'S artistic philosophy 
confirms this assessment : 

There has evolved into man's mental nature 
an insidious quirk which has caused him to be
come constantly restless, bored with accepted 
values, images, definitions and such... One shares 
the growing belief that man's inventiveness has 
been the primary means by which he has achieved 
his own downfal l . Our inventions have widely 
despoiled ourwor ld, and have led us into the most 
unhealthy, unfulfi l l ing sorts of activity'9. 

This conviction has motivated WHITE to cre
ate electronic art that often expresses the futi l i ty 
of technologies, opposing its highly esteemed 
norm. One of the earliest electronic works exhib
ited in Canada, WHITE'S State of the Ar t U 974), 
gets it name from this preoccupation. In this piece, 
WHITE wired electronic circuitry to flash one row 
of lights at a t ime, creating an undulating effect 
that coincides with the sounds emitted by nearby 
speakers. The work contradicts frequent promises 
of technology to provide a superior environment ; 
instead, it basks in its own uselessness and of
fers little aesthetic reward20. The use of techno
logical materials in WHITE'S work may imply a 
disappointment in the promises of technologies, 
challenging popular opinion that technologies are 
created to meet the supposed needs of society. 

Viewed collectively, the work of some elec
tronic artists indicates that not only can technolo
gies be viewed as McLuhan-esque extensions of 
the body2 ' , but they also possess distinct species
like behaviours. In some ways, the similarit ies of 
the reproductive patterns of viruses to that of tech
nologies may indicate a threat to high-tech hu
man populations. On the other hand, the virus
like nature of technologies may not be external 
but integral to the human body, having its origins 
deep within the human instinct of « tool-making ». 
Being a characteristic of humans, this internal 
program may indicate the eventual replacement 
of the human spec ies by a more res i l i en t , 
- techno-adapted » species. Are some electronic 
artists visionaries by their abil i ty to collectively, 
even unconsciously, warn us of this emerging 
techno-species ? If so, the future holds the an
swer as to whether or not humans wi l l live in 
peaceful co-existence with techno-beings or face 
their ultimate failure. • 
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CHANGE IT OR KILL ME 
S t e p h e n S A R R A Z I N 

Of the nearly five hundred channels that promise 
Cable TV in America, more than half of them wil l 
be showing • real » TV : archives, history, por
traits, tourism and travelogues, as well as home 
shopping, weather and direct theme channels, 
etc. Moreover, « channel surfing » already permits 
access to the image banks if one possesses the 
necessary hardware : in addition to PBS, we f ind 
The Discovery Channel, The Learning Channel, 
The Life and Health Network, Arts & Entertain
ment, QVC C-Span, which diffuse American Con
gressional hearings and assist in court trials. C N N 
and MTV sti l l f igure among the top channels on 
the global scale by inventing within the scope of 
their thematic mandate new forms of television 
production ; hybrids issuing forth from their re
spective identities and from their numerical tech
nological capabilit ies. For example, at the begin
ning of 1995, C N N broadcast one part of the O. 
J . S IMPSON tr ial and the investi ture of Newt 
GINGRICH, the new Speaker of the House of Rep
resentatives, who from now on sits on the right 
side of Vice-President AI GORE. During the same 
week, C N N broadcast a daily program ti t led Talk 
Back Live, with GINGRICH or a repesentative for 
O. J . S IMPSON, in which the public interrogated 
the invited guest, in the studio on camera, by tel
ephone, fax machine, or via the CompuServe net
work. The exchanges could equally be transacted 
through tele-conferencing. With in the framework 
of the program, C N N not only created scoops, but 


